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ABSTRACT
Based on an exploratory case study of a community food waste initiative in Gothenburg, Sweden, this article presents a novel analytical approach to studying the role of learning within sustainability transition niches. The article’s theoretical perspective draws from pragmatist educational philosophy, practice theory, and sustainability transition studies. Proceeding from this theoretical perspective, a two-stage empirical analysis is conducted using dramaturgical analysis and practical epistemology analysis, methods from sociology and the educational sciences. Building on this analysis, the article introduces the concept of educative practices, through which it is argued that a role of learning at the niche level within sustainability transitions is to interrupt the reproduction of norms and attitudes within socio-technical systems. The article thus offers original analytical and conceptual tools for investigating sustainability transitions in relation to learning.
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Introduction
The field of sustainability transition (ST) studies explores the processes through which societies can transform in response to persistent sustainability challenges (Grin, Rotmans, and Schot 2010). A transition can here be understood as ‘a radical, structural change in a socio-technical or societal subsystem of society’ involving ‘long-term processes that change structures, practices and culture that are deeply anchored in a society’, as well as ‘technology, actors, rules, infrastructures, power relations, patterns of thinking, problem definitions and solutions’ (Paredis 2013, 2). A recurring theme in ST studies is learning, where transitions are described in terms of ‘learning by doing’ and ‘doing by learning’, implying a conception of learning as both a vehicle and outcome of transitions (Van Poeck, Östman, and Block 2018; van Mierlo and Beers 2020; van Mierlo et al. 2020).

Learning is seen as important within STs due to the complexity and novelty of the challenges involved, which invites new, creative approaches and solutions (Beers, van Mierlo, and Hoes 2016). The importance of learning within STs has also been connected to building ‘societal intelligence’ (Brown et al. 2003, 313) and better governance (Loeber et al. 2007). However, while there are some good examples of empirical studies investigating learning processes in STs (e.g. Beers,
van Mierlo, and Hoes 2016; Ingram 2018), there is often a lack of conceptual clarity and empirical research supporting descriptions of learning within the ST literature, which has been connected to an insufficient use of learning theories (Van Poeck, Östman, and Block 2018). In their editorial of a special issue on ‘learning in transitions’, van Mierlo et al. (2020) argue that learning is often assumed to take place in ST literature, but is neither specified nor critically investigated, presenting a need for theoretical and conceptual work which goes beyond a superficial use of learning theories when describing the role of learning within STs.

Responding to this research gap, this article presents a novel analytical approach to studying the role of learning at the niche level within sustainability transitions. To illustrate our approach, we present a case study of a community food waste initiative in Gothenburg, Sweden. The theoretical perspective we adopt in the article is based on practice theory, which views actors and social structures as reciprocally shaped through reflexively monitored social practices, as well as transactional learning theory, which connects learning to a process of inquiry in which actors adapt their behaviour in response to problematic situations presented by their environment. Our theoretical perspective in the article can be connected to recent literature exploring social learning in natural resource management (NRM) and STs from a practice-oriented perspective (Voß and Bornemann 2011; Suškevičs et al. 2018). For example, a change in practices and underlying norms is one of the three conditions Reed et al. (2014) identify as being necessary for learning to lead to concerted action in NRM, while Puente-Rodriguez et al. (2015) discuss ‘learning practices’ as a key element to be considered within investigations of STs.

The analytical approach we present in the article consists of two stages. First, dramaturgical analysis, a qualitative method which approaches collective activity in terms of a performance, is conducted to identify elements of practices being performed in the case study, which are treated as potential settings and processes where learning can take shape. Following on from this, practical epistemology analysis (PEA), an analytical method developed alongside the transactional perspective on learning, is employed to investigate whether and how learning takes place within an identified practice. Building upon examples from our analysis, we then develop the concept of ‘educative practices’ in our discussion chapter. Through this conceptual account, we argue that a role of learning in ST niches is to interrupt the reproduction of norms and attitudes within socio-technical systems, challenging and potentially modifying unsustainable regime trends. The research question the article addresses is thus: how can dramaturgical analysis and practical epistemology analysis be used to conceptually and empirically explore the role of learning in ST niches?

Background

Roughly one third of the food produced globally each year, 1.6 billion tonnes, is either lost or wasted, and this figure is projected to increase in the future (Gustavsson et al. 2011; Hegnsholt et al. 2018). Food waste accounts for eight percent of all anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, nearly the equivalent of all forms of road transportation combined (FAO 2014). Reducing global food waste is therefore seen as an essential pathway to limiting global warming and combating climate change (Hawken 2017). While in low-income countries the majority of food waste occurs at the earlier stages of the production cycle, like transportation and storage, waste in high-income countries is primarily attributed to retailers and consumers at the distribution and consumption stages (Hegnsholt et al. 2018). Proceeding from a case study in Gothenburg, Sweden, this article’s investigation focuses on the latter context, namely the commercial and domestic drivers of food waste in high-income countries. This context is particularly relevant in Sweden, where the majority of food waste is attributed to households, with an estimated 917,000 tonnes of food waste being generated by Swedish households in 2018 (Naturvårdsverket 2020).
It is possible to highlight areas where a reduction in food waste can be seen as contributing towards sustainability in fairly concrete and uncontroversial ways. For example, it is widely accepted that limiting global warming is important to ensure the sustainability of future societies (IPCC 2018). We thus take the view that current levels of global food waste are unsustainable due to the quantities of greenhouse gas emissions produced, and the contribution this has to global warming (FAO 2014). On this basis, we see reducing food waste as a way of contributing to sustainability. Moreover, with an estimated one in nine people suffering from undernourishment in 2017, reducing food waste can also have an important impact in terms of social sustainability, insofar as more food is made available to those who need it (FAO 2018).

Food waste can be described as a ‘wicked problem’: one which evades clear formulations, resists top-down solutions, and is difficult to measure and interpret (Rittel and Webber 1973). As well as being enormous in scale, the underlying causes of food waste are manifold and complex, reflecting the many levels from which the problem arises. Supply chains, markets, consumer behaviour and legal frameworks all play an important role, meaning that solutions must be tailored to the specific context and actors involved at various stages (Hegnsholt et al. 2018). Moreover, the different stakeholders involved at these stages, i.e. retailers, farmers and consumers, may interpret the problem on the basis of different priorities, making it difficult to build consensus around solutions (Mourad 2016). This arguably presents what Maarten Hajer calls an ‘institutional void’, something which arises when established political arrangements fail to produce adequate responses to novel and persistent societal problems (Hajer 2003). Hajer argues that such situations invite us to ‘negotiate new institutional rules, develop new norms of appropriate behaviour and devise new conceptions of legitimate political intervention’ (ibid., 176). Drawing from Hajer’s description, this article thus investigates a community food waste initiative as an example of actors responding to an institutional void, and explores the role of learning in the search for novel solutions to wicked sustainability problems.

**Theoretical framework**

**Practice theory and sustainability transitions**

A major theoretical approach within ST studies is the multi-level perspective (MLP). This is a framework which studies transition processes by looking at interactions between three conceptual levels: niches, small-scale centres for innovation, regimes, established and stable socio-technical structures, and the landscape, the macro socio-technical context of the regime (Grin, Rotmans, and Schot 2010). The MLP explores how dynamic interactions between these levels can influence a regime level transition towards sustainability (Schatzki 2011). In view of its more technological orientation, some scholars have argued that the MLP can be complemented using practice theory, which can provide insights into the social dynamics at work within ST processes (McMeekin and Southerton 2012; Crivits and Paredis 2013; Köhler et al. 2019).

Led by the sociologists Pierre Bourdieu and Anthony Giddens, practice theory arose in the 1970s in response to the so-called agency versus structure debate in the social sciences (Corsini et al. 2019). This debate concerns whether individual actors or large-scale social phenomena are the primary determinant of human behaviour, and thus the appropriate focus for social analysis (Schatzki 2001). Practice theory proposes as an alternative the view that individual actors and social structures are reciprocally shaped at the level of reflexively monitored social practices (Giddens 1984). In relation to ST studies, this implies that modifying practices with unsustainable outcomes can establish alternative pathways for action and understanding within socio-technical systems, and potentially influence the structuring rationality of the regime (Schatzki 2011). A practice can here be defined as ‘a routinised behaviour that involves interconnected elements of bodily and mental activities, objects or materials and shared competences, knowledge and skills’ (Maller 2015, 57).
Andrew McMeekin and Dale Southerton argue that practice theory offers ‘a robust and suitably nuanced set of conceptual tools for advancing understandings of sustainability transitions’ (McMeekin and Southerton 2012, 358). Emphasising ‘the recursive relationship between practices as socially ordered entities and as performances’, these authors suggest that when approaching STs using practice theory, we should ‘start by looking at the elements that comprise the practice in question or at the doings that constitute the practice as performance’ (ibid., 357, 358). This dual understanding of practices as both entities and performances draws from Andreas Reckwitz’s influential work on practice theory (Reckwitz 2002). Following from McMeekin and Southerton’s recommendation, an approach to studying practices in terms of their constitutive elements and performances is pursued in this article through the methodology of dramaturgical analysis.

Another set of authors, Welch and Yates (2018), describe three forms of social configuration which are relevant to practice theory-based accounts of STs. The first form is bureaucratic organisations whose efficacy and legitimacy is tied to their reproduction of prevailing social practices, implying that a shift in such practices will influence the way these organisations operate. The second form is non-institutional social organisations such as community activist groups, whose shared performances of practices have the potential to generate political influence and legitimacy. The third form the authors describe is uncoordinated networks of actors whose collective participation in practices produce unintended, large-scale outcomes. The authors state that if they become aware of such outcomes, actors within these ‘latent-networks’ can then coordinate to form more deliberately structured groups (ibid.). Proceeding from Welch and Yates’ descriptions, this article’s case study is seen as an example where awareness of the unsustainable outcomes of domestic and commercial food practices has led to an uncoordinated network of actors forming a more deliberately structured group, whose influence and legitimacy is tied to their shared performances of alternative practices.

**Transactional learning theory**

With his influential book *Experience and Education*, Dewey (1938a) offered a pioneering contribution on experiential learning which is, we believe, useful for studying ‘learning-by-doing’ and ‘doing-by-learning’ in the context of STs. It has influenced, for example, the experiential learning theory developed by authors such as David Kolb, who presents learning as a process involving ‘concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation’ (Kolb 2015, 66). Argyris and Schön (1978) idea of single-loop learning and double-loop learning, often cited in literature on learning in STs, also draws inspiration from Dewey’s work.

Dewey’s account of learning is based on his conception of experience as a transactional process of influence and adaptation, in which individuals act both within and upon an environment (Dewey 1928). Learning takes place when individuals reflect on their experiences in order to shape future actions: ‘To learn from experience’ is to make a backward and forward connection between what we do to things and what we enjoy or suffer from things in consequence’ (Dewey 2004, 152). Dewey’s pragmatist work gave rise to a transactional learning theory (Östman, Van Poeck, and Öhman 2019), which understands learning as being incited by a ‘problematic situation’ in which our habitual ways of acting and coordinating with our surroundings are disturbed.

Transactional learning theory is grounded in the pragmatist assumption that in everyday life we mainly act habitually, without reflecting. Reflection first starts when our environment disturbs our habits. If the disturbance cannot be overcome immediately with the help of existing habits, we cannot just ‘move on’. Overcoming the disturbance requires an ‘inquiry’. Through experimentation we try to solve the problematic situation, which results, if successful, in new knowledge, skills, values, identities, etc. This can result in a substantial transformation of habits or even the
formation of new habits (ibid.). Learning can thus be said to have happened if an inquiry enables us to proceed (see further below).

Dewey's framing of ‘problematic situations’ may seem to prejudge a disruption of habits as something negative. Authors such as Luntley (2016, 9) have therefore suggested that we understand this as ‘a simple sense of disruption’ whose ‘unsettling character is independent of how we respond to it and begin to treat it’. Indeed, our routine ways of acting can be disturbed by a crisis or problem that renders our existing habits untenable but also, as Dewey (1934) argues, by an imaginative experience of possibilities which contrast with actual conditions but might be realised.

Drawing from Dewey, transactional learning theory investigates people's learning in ‘transaction’ with their surroundings. This aligns well with practice theory, which views individual actors and social structures as being reciprocally shaped. As Dewey (1922, 43) phrases it: ‘To a considerable extent customs, or widespread uniformities of habit, exist because individuals face the same situation and react in like fashion. But to a larger extent customs persist because individuals form their personal habits under conditions set by prior customs’. Hence, a pragmatist perspective on human action emphasises that people, through their actions, constantly try to coordinate with the surrounding world in order to achieve goals or adapt to changes in their environment and, in doing so, also change their environment. A pragmatist transactional approach thus understands learning as a process in which individuals and their environment transform reciprocally and simultaneously through engagement with problematic situations. The interplay – or, in Dewey and Bentley (1949) term, ‘transaction’ – between humans and the surrounding social/physical world is here seen as the engine for learning.

Dewey's transactional view of learning is closely connected to his ideas of language. For Dewey, communicating through language extends experiential learning to become a collaborative process: language is ‘an active means for the coordination of common behaviour’, facilitating ‘the establishment of cooperation in an activity in which there are partners, and in which the activity of each is modified and regulated by partnership’ (Dewey 1929, 179; Dreon 2017, 4). Dewey thus sees language as an essential part of the transactional activity which produces learning: individuals are ‘defined by the linguistic and practical behaviour by means of which they respond to the situations they are continuously faced with’ (Dewey 1929, 7). In this account, Dewey conceives of linguistic meanings as ‘signifying or evidential powers’ which arise when individuals communicate and coordinate their experiences, and thus understands meaning as being shaped by the social and practical context in which language is used (Dewey 1929, 1938b, 56).

Similarly to Dewey, the later philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein conceives of linguistic meanings as inseparable from the practical use of language in everyday situations. The different practical contexts in which linguistic meanings are constructed, Wittgenstein terms ‘language-games’ (Wittgenstein 1958). In this account, Wittgenstein takes the ‘first-person’ view that individuals’ mental processes are reflected within their linguistic expressions: ‘language is itself the vehicle of thought’ (Wittgenstein 1958, §329). Dewey similarly writes that language “expresses” thought as a pipe conducts water (Dewey 1929, 169). This first person perspective on language is adopted within the transactional perspective on learning, which proposes that studying language use can provide insights into the educative process through which individuals coordinate their experiences in response to a problematic situation presented by their environment (Östman and Öhman 2010). As elaborated below, this is an important part of our methodology in practical epistemology analysis (PEA).

**Methodology**

In order to investigate the role of learning within ST niches, a qualitative case study method was chosen to provide a broad empirical perspective on a contemporary phenomenon through the
combination of multiple data sources (Yin 1984). A practical consideration when selecting a case was that there was enough activity and openness among the individuals involved to provide sufficient data for analysis. The Solidarity Fridge (Solidariskt Kylskåp), or Solikyl, an ST niche initiative which we describe in the following section, appeared as an appropriate candidate in view of these criteria. Based on the time and resources available, the empirical boundary for the case was limited to the internal activity of Solikyl, and did not extend to the restaurants and supermarkets with which they collaborate. While a more extensive empirical exploration of the role of learning in ST niches would benefit from a larger case study involving a longitudinal analysis and a broader range of stakeholders, we nonetheless feel that as an exploratory study our case provides a sufficient basis for presenting the application of our analytical approach.

One unstructured and two semi-structured interviews were conducted with Solikyl members with a total recorded length of two hours and forty-one minutes. Interviewees were selected based on their level of activity within the initiative. Two interviewees were members of the Solikyl board, who had been highly active within the initiative from its outset. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with these persons with the intention of highlighting the overarching goals of the Solikyl initiative and the thought processes behind its activities and organisational structure. The third interview was with a Solikyl volunteer who was also highly active within the initiative, but less directly involved with its management and organisation. An unstructured interview format was used here to provide a more conversational atmosphere in which to learn about this person’s involvement with the initiative. All interviews were recorded digitally and manually transcribed into text documents. Consent forms detailing conditions for participation and data use policies were signed by all interviewees.

Additionally, three participant observations took place across two different Solikyl fridge venues, each lasting for their opening duration of two hours. These involved helping with the operation of the fridges by sorting and storing food items, as well as interacting in brief verbal exchanges with visitors and volunteers. The intention here was to develop a practical understanding of how the fridges are operated, and how the volunteers carry out their roles within the organisation. Direct observation was subsequently conducted during a Solikyl board meeting, which was again digitally recorded, manually transcribed and translated from Swedish into English. Consent was granted by all participants at the meeting with an understanding that they would remain anonymous in all published materials. Supplementary document analysis was also applied to physical and digital materials published by Solikyl such as pamphlets, blog posts, and forum discussions.

In order to identify the elements which comprise the practices being performed within the Solikyl case study, and the potential settings and processes where learning can take shape, we applied dramaturgical analysis to the collected case data. Dramaturgical analysis is a method which seeks to understand collective activity in terms of a performance, and concerns itself with how the performative elements of an organised activity provide insights into the meaning it is given by participants (Feldman 1995). In line with pragmatism and practice theory, dramaturgical analysis thus operates on the idea that ‘meaning is produced in action’ (ibid., 41). The operational concepts used in this article’s dramaturgical analysis were scripting, staging, setting, actors and performance. The analytical procedure used was to apply these operational concepts as guides to extract relevant data from our case study and represent this within an interpretative model, from which we could identify elements of practices and potential settings for learning.

In dramaturgical analysis, ‘scripting’ describes the framing of a performance in terms of purposes: what it is that the performance seeks to achieve. ‘Staging’ then refers to the way these purposes are manifested in the setting of the performance, where setting refers to the spaces in which performance takes place. ‘Actors’ are described in terms of their roles and motivations for performance, and finally, ‘performance’ is described in terms of what these actors do across various settings to pursue the scripted purposes of the collective activity (ibid.). A summary of these operational concepts is included in the table below (Figure 1).
For an in-depth analysis of learning processes within the studied initiative, we employed practical epistemology analysis (PEA), an analytical method which proceeds from a first-person perspective on language as representing experience and meaning (Wickman and Östman 2002). This is a method for in situ analysis aimed at opening-up the black-box of how meaning is made ‘in action’². PEA aligns with the above elaborated transactional learning theory, as it explores learning as a process whereby individuals collectively form responses to a problematic situation they are facing. In this sense, something ‘is learnt when the activity moves on, that is when there is evidence that the participants can proceed towards a purpose’ (Ligozat, Wickman, and Hamza 2011). While the object of PEA can vary (Maivorsdotter and Wickman 2011; Maivorsdotter and Quennerstedt 2012, 2019; Andersson 2019), verbal exchanges taking place in real-life situations are the most common empirical focus (Wickman and Östman 2001). In this article, PEA was thus applied to a discussion taking place during a Solikyl board meeting.

Five operational concepts are used in PEA: purpose, stand-fast, gaps, relations, and re-actualisation (Figure 2). Purpose describes the overall aim which is driving the situation, framed in terms of a problematic situation which the participants are trying to overcome (Wickman 2012). ‘Stand fast’ refers to meanings which are uncontested, or taken for granted within a particular communicative context (Wickman and Östman 2001). It is not assumed that what stands fast is necessarily unambiguous, but rather that, based on their shared experience, there is enough common understanding among participants that such things do not require further explanation. ‘Gaps’ refer to areas where there is a lack of prior experience and understanding to guide action in response to the problematic situation. Gaps become visible in the form of, for example, hesitations, questions or disagreement, and reflect what does not stand fast within a verbal exchange and therefore requires further knowledge and meaning-making (ibid.). Gaps are closely related to the purpose of learning, as it is by filling gaps that participants form new experiences and understanding in response to a problematic situation (Maivorsdotter and Quennerstedt 2019).

‘Relations’ in PEA refer to the way in which elements of experience are understood in reference to one another (Wickman and Östman 2001). Something stands fast in a discussion when there are sufficient relations across participants’ shared experience to establish a common understanding, and conversely, gaps appear when participants’ existing experience is insufficient to establish such understanding. One way in which participants form new relations is through a process termed ‘re-actualisation’, in which past experiences are recalled in order to fill gaps and establish meaningful pathways for action (Rudsberg, Ohman, and Östman 2013).

Participants in a learning process thus create relations between what stands fast for them (earlier acquired knowledge, skills, values, etc.) and the new situation they are encountering in order to establish new ways of understanding and interacting with the environment. A crucial outcome of PEA is therefore identifying the relations construed by participants to resolve gaps and respond to the problematic situation. By identifying gaps that become visible and analysing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dramaturgical Analysis Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scripting</td>
<td>The purposes which frame the performance: what it is trying to achieve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staging</td>
<td>How the purposes/ scripting of the performance are manifested within its settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>Spaces in which the performance takes place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Participants who play a role within the performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>What the actors do in order to pursue the scripted purposes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whether and how these gaps are filled, PEA offers an empirical account of whether, how and what people are learning (Wickman and Östman 2001).

Below is a schema illustrating the stages of our analysis, clarifying what is being analysed at each stage, which operational concepts are being used, and how this informs the questions we explore in our discussion (Figure 3).

**Results and analysis**

The Solidarity Fridge (Solidariskt Kylskåp), or Solikyl, is a community food waste initiative in Gothenburg, Sweden which has been active since May 2016 (personal communication A February 17, 2019). The initiative, which is a registered non-profit organisation, currently has 121 active members registered on its online platform (personal communication September 8, 2020, Karrot 2020). Solikyl coordinates a network of volunteers carrying out regular pick-ups of unwanted food items from partners across the city, primarily restaurants and supermarkets, of which there are currently seventeen (personal communication September 8, 2020). The food is then transported to one of nine fridges across different areas of Gothenburg which are open to the public at regular hours, several times a week, during which people can either collect or donate food (Solikyl2020).

To coordinate their activities, Solikyl make use of an open source online platform called Karrot. This platform was designed to facilitate community sustainability initiatives, giving them full control over their rules and procedures as well as access to a large network of similar groups on the platform (Foodsaving Worldwide 2016). As part of an international network of similar foodsharing initiatives, Solikyl also represents a wider movement which is collectively challenging unsustainable food system trends at a much larger scale (Collective Green 2020). The Solikyl case thus provides the empirical basis for this article’s exploration of the role of learning in ST niches. In first part of the analysis that follows, attention is paid to how dramaturgical elements represent the practices being performed in the Solikyl case study, and how this highlights potential settings and processes where learning can take shape. Following from this, we use PEA to further investigate one such setting and process, and explore how meaning making and learning are formed in response to a problematic situation.

**Dramaturgical analysis**

**Scripting**

The scripting of Solikyl’s performance has been interpreted from interviews with the organisation’s active members, as well as online materials such as blog posts. From these sources, two main motivations appear as scripts for Solikyl’s performance as an organisation. As stated on their website, Solikyl’s primary goal is to reduce domestic and commercial food waste in Gothenburg, by targeting the waste of households, restaurants and supermarkets (Solikyl 2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEA concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>The aim driving the situation, framed in terms of a problematic situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand fast</td>
<td>Uncontested, or taken for granted meanings in a particular communicative context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaps</td>
<td>Areas where there is a lack of prior experience and understanding to guide action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>Ways in which elements of experience are understood in relation to one another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-actualisation</td>
<td>The recollection of past experiences to form relations and fill gaps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Summary of operational concepts used for practical epistemology analysis.
The practical steps for achieving this are to ‘spread solidarity fridges across the city’ and ‘to get more food shops to cooperate’ (Foodsaving-Today 2017b). The first script for Solikyl’s performance is thus to reduce food waste in Gothenburg by changing domestic and commercial behaviour, and by expanding their operations.

The second script for Solikyl’s performance is the broader and more ideological goal of providing a model for self-organising community initiatives which respond to sustainability problems. This aspect of Solikyl's scripting was conveyed during an interview with a Solikyl member:

> it’s about showing a way for people to organise in community projects: self-organising... People should empower themselves and take the lead. Organise on a more horizontal basis... it’s the only task worth pursuing to solve some really big problems of the way we live which is unsustainable. (personal communication A February 17, 2019)

As well as the model pioneered by the German website foodsharing.de (Rombach and Bitsch 2015), the community organising aspect of Solikyl is influenced by Elinor Ostrom (personal communication A February 17, 2019), the Nobel-prize winning economist who developed principles for governing common pool resources (CPR) without centralized authority or privatisation (Ostrom 1990). Ostrom’s principles, for example that ‘when CPR appropriators design their own operational rules... using graduated sanctions... the commitment and monitoring problem are solved in an interrelated manner’ (Ostrom 1990, 99) can thus be traced within Solikyl’s scripting: ‘You should have a community... and you should also have penalties and sanctions which are proportional’ (personal communication A February 17, 2019).

Another influence on Solikyl's community-organising scripting is the perception that institutional responses to food waste have been inadequate. One member suggested that institutions were inefficient in their responses due to bureaucratic constraints:

> government, schools, the private sector, non-profits are already trying to do the same thing basically. They have the resources, they have the knowledge. But we don’t want to use the old models... the bureaucracy around it is so enormous ... you start thinking do I want to contribute to this system or do I want to be part of this new way of solving problems? (personal communication B February 17, 2019)
A similar aversion to institutional bureaucracy was expressed by another Solikyl member, who while discussing the prospect of a partnership with an educational non-profit expressed concern that the Solikyl initiative would ‘stop existing when nobody continues because it’s built around these structures’ (personal communication C February 16, 2019).

This component of Solikyl’s community-organising scripting is mirrored by their goal of highlighting the potential for organising outside of traditional institutional structures:

projects of community organising, I think they are more effective because they are closer to the ground, closer to people, and people stop becoming passive consumers and they become active agents of change, of problem solving (personal communication A February 17, 2019).

A related benefit of community organising which was introduced is that this creates fewer barriers for participation:

you have a lot of other groups of people who don’t find it so easy to enter into this association or group of people. And we think this way of doing it, the decentralized, non-bureaucratic, more open way, can invite those other groups (personal communication B February 17, 2019).

Solikyl is thus scripted as having an organisational structure which is less hierarchical and more accessible than established institutional models, and this is seen as an important part of the initiative’s ability to mobilise community members as ‘active agents of change, of problem solving’.

Setting & staging

The main physical setting for Solikyl’s performance is the organisation’s nine fridge venues. Fridges are located across a range of locations covering different neighbourhoods in Gothenburg. The venues for fridges are generally public facilities, for example two are based in community-run bicycle workshops and one is in a community centre, while previous venues have included a public library (Foodsaving-Today2017a, Solikyl 2020).

The staging of the fridge venues in relation to the organisation’s scripting is conveyed on the Solikyl website:

An open fridge or pantry is a point of redistribution, where food from individuals or a grocery store can be stored… These redistribution points are open to the public, to anyone who wants to either leave or take food from it, with no money or reciprocity required. (Solikyl 2018)

As well as facilitating the storage and distribution of food, the fridges are thus also staged to reflect Solikyl’s scripting as open, non-hierarchical and self-organising:

There is no need for constant supervision of the fridge by any kind of formal organisation… There is no need either for a boss, whether from a company or from a non-profit, to organise or dictate how these interactions are going to take place. (Foodsaving-Today 2017b)

Another important setting for Solikyl’s performance is its board meetings, which generally take place at one of the fridge venues. As spaces for deliberating on the operations and goals of the organisation, these settings are staged to reflect the script of promoting active engagement and self-organisation within the project: ‘so that you’re also making decisions about it together with the other people’ (personal communication A February 17, 2019). The more informal setting of weekly ‘hangouts’, where meals are prepared with leftover food from the fridges, are then staged ‘To create relationships. To create some social capital.’, reflecting the script of being community driven (ibid.).

The digital platforms of Karrot and the Solikyl Forum provide a different kind of setting in which Solikyl’s performance takes place. The way these settings are staged in relation to the scripting of the organisation is indicated in a blog post:
I’ve always been very enthusiastic about the level and scale of organisation that networks, with no formal hierarchies, can achieve by using digital platforms. It is especially important that this can happen without a for-profit company controlling the platform and setting the framework of how people can interact (Foodsaving-Today 2017c).

Thus, the staging of Solikyl’s digital settings as deliberately outside of mainstream web-platforms connects with the script of engaging people more directly and promoting their sense of agency, by avoiding the hierarchies and biases associated with institutional structures.

**Actors**

Across its various settings, a number of actors are involved in Solikyl’s performance as an organisation. One set of actors are the fridge’s recipients, a group which during participant observation was made up of local residents, who were diverse in terms of their age, gender and ethnicity. A Solikyl pamphlet mentions the diversity among its fridges’ users, which includes students, pensioners and immigrants (Solikyl 2019a). The next set of actors are the volunteers, or ‘foodsavers’, who are responsible for collecting food from Solikyl’s partners and transporting it to the fridges (Solikyl 2019b). An important practical aspect of the foodsaver’s role is ensuring that all collected food passes a quality inspection and can be deemed safe for distribution and consumption (Solikyl 2019b). An interviewee suggested that these actors may have personal concerns about the issue of food waste, as well as broader environmental or altruistic motivations for their participation (personal communication A February 17, 2019).

Another set of actors are the Solikyl ambassadors, who play a more strategic role within the organisation (Solikyl 2019b). The ambassador’s role is to gain new partnerships and venues for fridges in order to expand the operations of the organisation. As public representatives, the ambassadors are also tasked with building a positive reputation for Solikyl within the city. In the ‘Guide for new ambassadors’ provided by Solikyl, requirements for becoming an ambassador are set out, for example that you must attend a board meeting, register on the online forum, and complete an eligibility test, including questions on organisational routines, food security policies, and the legal obligations of partners (Solikyl 2019c).

The final set of actors within Solikyl are the board members, who are responsible for managing the strategic direction of the organisation and facilitating the creation of new local groups in different areas of Gothenburg. The board members are also tasked with ensuring that volunteers are properly equipped to fulfil their roles, as well as intervening in any disputes that may arise (Forum-Solikyl 2019). A variety of perspectives are represented among these actors, which means that another part of the board members’ role is to deliberate with one another, as well as the other volunteers, in order to build consensus around decisions which are taken within the organisation (personal communication A February 17, 2019).

**Performance**

Solikyl’s performance is the practical sum of what these actors do across various settings to realise the scripting of the organisation, and represents the practices which are performed within the initiative. Central to Solikyl’s performance is the activity of ‘foodsaving’, which involves partners making food available for collection, volunteers collecting, transporting and storing the food, and making sure that it is safe for consumption, and recipients finally collecting and consuming the food. Foodsaving thereby realises the scripted motivations of reducing food waste in Gothenburg, as well as that of utilising an independent digital platform. Another aspect of Solikyl’s performance is ambassadors gaining new partnerships, which corresponds to the script of changing commercial and domestic behaviour in Gothenburg and allowing greater quantities of food to be saved (Solikyl 2019b). A further part of Solikyl’s performance is the board meetings and forum discussions, where strategies for the organisation are deliberated upon and problems
are addressed, as well as the weekly hangouts, which allow new members to get to know the group and provide a forum to share and discuss ideas about the organisation (personal communication A February 17, 2019). These aspects of Solikyl’s performance reflect its scripting as being community-driven and built around active participation and engagement among its members.

This analysis can now guide a more in-depth investigation into the role of learning within Solikyl’s activities as a ST niche initiative. While the scripting-analysis sheds light on the purposes in relation to which learning processes can be investigated, the staging-analysis reveals the settings where learning processes can potentially take shape. The identification of actors then shows who can be involved in such learning processes, and finally the performance-analysis reveals the specific activities, or practices, in which learning can be investigated.

**Practical epistemology analysis**

Through PEA we now provide an situ analysis of how learning takes shape in one of the activities identified in the performance-analysis of the previous section. This subsequently allows us to illustrate our conceptual account of educative practices in relation to a role of learning within ST niches. The empirical object of our PEA is a discussion taking place during a Solikyl board meeting, the focus of which is whether the organisation should continue to structure itself as an association (a more detailed version of this analysis, including the conversation line by line, is included in table form in Supplementary material Appendix A). In the context of the discussion, the term ‘association’, translated from the Swedish ‘forening’, can be read as referring to a formalised decision making structure, here represented by the Solikyl board, and official designations for who is considered a ‘member’ of the organisation and can thus claim to represent and act on behalf of it. An alternative to the association in this context might be a deregulated network where participants are free to act on behalf of Solikyl without any formal restrictions or requirements.

The discussion reveals uncertainty and a lack of consensus as to whether an association structure should be continued within the organisation. Some insight as to why this issue was being discussed was provided during interviews. In particular, there had been a recent incident in which some volunteers acted in violation of the organisation’s guidelines, creating difficulties for other members of the group:

> things really started not working … they were really failing to do their jobs … and not bringing the food to the fridge, they were collecting a lot for themselves on the spot. (personal communication A February 17, 2019)

Another interviewee brought up the same incident, describing the questions it raised with regards to the rules for participation and membership in the organisation:

> We’re discussing it. I think most of us do have the opinion that we want to have it as open as possible, but maybe some see that we have to have some rules. (personal communication C February 16, 2019)

This incident can be seen as having disturbed Solikyl’s habitual ways of dealing with organisational structures and rules, giving rise to an inquiry. During the board meeting discussion, several gaps: instances where there is a lack of experience and knowledge to guide action, are revealed with regards to the situation. The first gap which emerges in the discussion (Supplementary material Appendix A, line 1) concerns how membership is defined within the organisation, and whether this should be a requirement for participation:

> A: - I thought it would be great if we could discuss a little bit …, if we want ‘members’ … I am thinking more whether it should be a requirement …

As the participants are unable to come up with clear answers through construing relations with what already stands fast for them (lines 2-7), we can say that this gap lingers and requires
further inquiry. Participant E further specifies this initial gap (line 8) and reformulates the question in terms of whether Solikyl should continue to structure itself as an association:

E: - I think the question is whether or not we choose to be an association. Should we continue with that form or not? ... do we want this structure and why? Is there, is there any reason left to have this organisational structure?

Participant E here relates the discussion about the lingering gap to something that is uncontested and thus appears to stand fast for the participants: what is meant by ‘an association’ and ‘Solikyl’s project’. This establishes the purpose within the discussion of responding to the uncertainty and lack of consensus on Solikyl’s organisational structure.

Over the course of the discussion, participants form relations in order to respond to the uncertainty surrounding the association structure. A number of these relations connect the association with instrumental benefits such as more easily gaining new partnerships. One such relation is introduced by Participant A early on in the discussion (line 1):

A: - if we can be considered more as an association, it might be easier to present ourselves to other organisations or secure funding. They want to see that it has worked, that it has participating members and so on.

Participant E restates this relation when discussing Solikyl’s original motives for forming an association, again connecting this to their ability to gain collaborations (line 8): ‘we were forced to have the organisational structure to formalise, professionalise and be able to get to a lot of collaborations’. For Participant E, this relation thus appears to involve the reactualised experience of an external pressure on Solikyl to organise themselves in a certain way. Participant B also forms this relation, again citing external institutional factors (line 9): ‘we have used this form as needed because we live in a world where things need to be formalised’. The relation between Solikyl’s association structure and its ability to more easily operate in its institutional surroundings thus appears to stand fast for the participants.

Another relation which is construed in the discussion, is between the association structure and Solikyl’s capacity to authoritatively resolve internal conflicts and allow members to voice their concerns:

B: - The organisation must be formalised, and then we can take this opportunity when there is, as might be, a conflict, or someone must have some sort of authority that must make a decision formally. And then there is a forum there, which is where you can gather and can have a voice.

Participant B thus relates the association with the cohesion and management of the organisation (line 9), responding to the gap as to whether this structure is beneficial (line 8).

Another set of relations concern the drawbacks of having a formalised association structure. Underpinning these is a stand fast relation between the organisation’s continuation and the work of members who are driven and motivated. Participant E introduces this by saying that ‘there must be people who drive the association on’ (line 10), and Participant B similarly states that ‘for an association to have any meaning you need some members who are very, very driven’ (line 13). Subsequent relations dealing with the drawbacks of the association structure thus connect back to the importance of having engaged members to drive the organisation forward.

Early on in the discussion, addressing the gap as to whether membership should be a requirement for participating in the initiative, Participant C suggests that this may deter people from becoming involved, citing experiences with prospective volunteers (line 2): ‘I have gotten the impression that there were quite a few who do not want to be registered, who want it to be a bit different.’ Later, Participant E then relates the bureaucracy of a formalised association structure with a loss of momentum within the project, which is conveyed through a stark metaphor (line 10): ‘should you drag the whole corpse along with you all the time? Or should you let the corpse die out? ... Do you kill the corpse or let it kill you?’. These participants thus relate the formalised and bureaucratic elements of the association with a loss of
enthusiasm and momentum within the project, which threatens the engaged participation it depends upon.

Over the course of the discussion, two examples appear which show how relations allow participants to form practical responses to the problematic situation at hand. The first such relation is formed by Participant E, and connects the digital platform, Karrot, with the managerial role that the association currently fulfils (line 12):

E: - the way I see it, using Karrot as an organisational hub may be able to fill all these functions, so you no longer have a need for an association, or it can have a smaller role.

This relation thus addresses the gap as to whether there are preferable alternatives to the existing association structure, and in doing so offers a pathway for acting in response to the problematic situation.

The second relation which introduces a new practical response is formed by Participant A, and connects the idea of a more open association structure with the engaged participation seen as necessary for maintaining the organisation’s momentum (line 14):

A: - one can imagine a larger board where one finds some volunteers. So that then maybe even people who are not so active, maybe I, can become part of the board also if they are interested … If some of the ordinary members at the meetings are not active anymore, then another person can inherit their right to vote.

This relation thus responds to the gap as to whether the association could be structured differently, and links back to earlier relations in the discussion: ‘there must be people who drive the association on’; ‘there were quite a few … who want it to be a bit different’. In proposing to give volunteers the opportunity to have a more active role in the association, and relating this to the need for engaged participation, Participant A thus establishes a new practical response to the problematic situation at hand.

This analysis can now be connected back to the elements of Solikyl’s performance identified in the dramaturgical analysis, allowing us to illustrate our conceptual account of a role of learning within ST niches in terms of educative practices.

Discussion

From our analysis, three examples form the basis for our concept of educative practices. These are the practices (or constellations of practices) of foodsaving, ambassadors gaining partnerships, and deliberation in the context of community organising. While the dramaturgical analysis allows us to identify the elements which constitute these practices and their educative capacities, conceived as a potential for learning to take place, the PEA provides us with an empirical example of how an educative capacity is realised within an identified practice. Thus, by describing the educative capacity of Solikyl’s practices, and illustrating how this is manifested within an empirical example, we elaborate our conceptual account of a role of learning in ST niches.

The educative practice we describe can be seen as alternatives to the ‘regime practices’ which constitute the status quo within Gothenburg’s food system, such as consumers taking a passive role in the food supply chain, and retailers disposing of food which is deemed commercially inviable (Crivits and Paredis 2013). In practice theory terms, the prevailing attitudes and norms of the regime can be said to normalise such practices, while their performance in turn reproduces the structuring rationality of the regime. Through our conceptual account, we argue that a role of learning in ST niches is to interrupt this reproduction of norms and attitudes, establishing new pathways for action and understanding, and reflexively challenging the structuring rationality of the regime. As examples of ‘learning by doing’, educative practices thereby enable niche-actors within STs to ‘negotiate new institutional rules, develop new norms of appropriate behaviour and devise new conceptions of legitimate political intervention’ (Hajer 2003, 176).
pragmatist terms, this can be said to reflect an engagement with a problematic situation which is produced by habitual ways of thinking and acting, instigating the learning process of modifying and potentially replacing these habits.

The first example of a practice which has an educative capacity we draw from the Solikyl case study is foodsaving. The actors involved in this practice are foodsavers, partners and fridge recipients, while the routinised activities which constitute this practice are partners making food waste available, volunteers coordinating the collection of the food and ensuring it is safe for consumption, and recipients finally collecting and consuming the food. This practice is thus performed by multiple actors across different settings, and may be viewed as a constellation of practices insofar as each actor carries out a different activity within its performance. Foodsaving can be seen as contrasting with established regime practices such as commercial actors disposing of food considered commercially inviable, and consumers limiting the food they consume to what is commercially available to them.

An educative capacity for the practice of foodsaving is suggested in the scripting section of the dramaturgical analysis. For instance, the scripted motivation to change commercial and domestic behaviours around food waste can be seen as having the potential to interrupt habitual ways of thinking and acting represented in the aforementioned regime practices. Through its performance, foodsaving thus highlights an alternative way of thinking and acting towards food waste, which departs from established norms and behaviours in the pursuit of more sustainable outcomes. This break with commercial and institutional norms is conveyed in the staging of the fridge venues, where there is ‘no money or reciprocity required’, and no need for ‘constant supervision of the fridge by any kind of formal organisation’. The educative capacity of foodsaving also relates to showing the potential of independent digital platforms in facilitating such activities: ‘without a for profit company controlling the platform and setting the framework of how people can interact.’ Thus, it is in drawing attention to new models of action and understanding for responding to sustainability problems that we can see an educative capacity in the practice of foodsaving.

The second example of a practice which has an educative capacity we draw from the case study is ambassadors attempting to gain new partnerships. This practice forms part of another constellation of practices which may collectively be described as strategic-communication (and also encompasses practices such as distributing information through pamphlets and blog posts). The actors involved here are the ambassadors and the potential collaborators they are interacting with, while the activities involved in the practice are communicative: ‘communicating, arguing or even nagging and being stubborn when necessary’. The outcomes which are pursued in ambassadors attempting to gain partnerships correspond with the scripted motivation to ‘spread solidarity fridges across the city’ and ‘get more food shops to cooperate’. Here, the equivalent regime practices may again be seen as consumers assuming a passive role in the food supply chain, and retailers disposing of food deemed commercially inviable, but more significant in this example is the direction of influence between consumers and retailers which is normalised within such practices.

Conceived as an interruption which has the potential to modify habitual ways of thinking and acting, the educative capacity we see in ambassadors gaining partnerships is twofold. In the first instance, this can be related to the scripted purpose of changing community members’ perception of themselves, from ‘passive consumers’ to ‘active agents of change’. The second aspect of this practice’s educative capacity is demonstrating to potential partners the possibility of an alternative way of dealing with food waste, which departs from commercial norms but may contribute to more sustainable outcomes. Thus, in community actors pursuing a more active role in determining how food systems operate, and commercial actors potentially modifying the way they handle food waste, we see a challenge towards and a potential to modify unsustainable regime practices within Gothenburg’s food system.
The final example of a practice with an educative capacity we draw from the Solikyl case study is deliberation, which belongs to a larger constellation of practices making up Solikyl’s community organising activities. While board meetings and the Solikyl forum provide the setting in which the practice of deliberation takes place, the performance-analysis reveals the activities and outcomes of this practice, such as making strategic decisions and addressing concerns within the organisation. The educative capacity of deliberation, and of community organising more broadly, can be connected to the script of inviting community members to ‘empower themselves and take the lead’. As with previous practices, an important aspect of this educative capacity is demonstrating that communities have the power to generate responses to sustainability problems where institutional actors have fallen short: to ‘be part of this new way of solving problems’. This can also be related to broadening the scope of community members who see themselves as being able to participate in such activities, showing that it is not only those ‘who already have a job, are already well educated’ who can contribute. Within the practice of deliberation, by demonstrating that community actors can generate their own models for responding to sustainability problems, we thus see an educative capacity to interrupt norms and attitudes surrounding institutional responses to such problems.

The PEA provides us with an empirical example of how the educative capacity of deliberation is realised within a specific learning process. In the board meeting discussion, we see actors coordinating their experiences of their institutional surroundings and the organisational structures they have created for themselves, using language to open up pathways for responding to a problematic situation in this environment. The PEA thus empirically clarifies how, through an educative practice, structural norms, i.e. the institutional demands placed on community organisations to be seen as legitimate, can be reflexively engaged with to devise new models for responding to sustainability problems. We find support here for our view that educative practices at the niche level have the capacity to generate new ways of thinking and acting in response to sustainability problems. The PEA thus reinforces our conception of a role of learning in ST niches as being to interrupt the reproduction of norms and attitudes within socio-technical systems, challenging and potentially modifying the structuring rationality of the regime.

Conclusion

In order to explore the role of learning in ST niches, this article presented a novel analytical approach combining dramaturgical analysis and PEA, which was applied to a qualitative case study of the Solikyl initiative. In the discussion, examples were drawn from this analysis to illustrate the concept of educative practices, and argue that a role of learning in ST niches is to challenge and potentially modify unsustainable regime trends within socio-technical systems. The article thus demonstrated how dramaturgical analysis and practical epistemology analysis can be applied to conceptually and empirically explore the role of learning in ST niches. By using dramaturgical analysis to identify elements of practices and their performances within a qualitative case study, and applying PEA to provide an in-situ analysis of learning within an identified practice, the article offers an original analytical approach to the growing body of literature investigating STs in relation to learning. Through its combined theoretical perspective, which draws attention to areas of compatibility between pragmatism and practice theory, the article also highlights the potential for a constructive dialogue between these traditions, which future research could develop further.

Nonetheless, there are a number of limitations to consider surrounding this article’s exploration of the role of learning in ST niches. For one, the empirical scope of the case study is narrow in that it represents only one type of stakeholder within Gothenburg’s food system. As mentioned previously, food systems involve a wide-range of stakeholders, meaning that significant change requires a shift in actors across a range of sectors. Thus, by focusing only on the
members of Solikyl, and not investigating fridge recipients, collaborating partners, municipal employees etc., our account of educative practices becomes specific to a certain type of actor, namely community activists. It may well be the case that ‘learning by doing’ takes on a different shape within different organisational and institutional contexts. Thus, a larger sample size which enabled a comparison between stakeholders could clarify the extent to which our account is specific to a certain type of actor within STs. It is also worth noting that Solikyl represents only one among many diverse examples of ST niche initiatives, as well as a limited socio-cultural context. Another way in which our exploration of the role of learning in STs could be developed would therefore be to study the influence of contextual factors, such as political, cultural and economic conditions upon the development of ST niche practices.

Another limitation to consider is the temporal scope of our study, which reflects only one point in time within the studied initiative. In our discussion of educative practices we have thus only described a potential to modify habitual ways of thinking and acting, and further empirical analyses would be needed to establish whether these capacities are in fact realised. Similarly, the learning events we describe through PEA mark the starting point of an inquiry which is not fully realised until participants pursue the courses of action they establish, and observe whether these do in fact resolve the problems they are responding to. In this sense, our study reflects just one stage in the process of experiential learning. Insight into whether/how the organisational routines of the Solikyl initiative evolved in response to the disturbance described in the PEA could thus have strengthened our account of educative practices, as could additional in-situ analyses of learning events across different practices. In future studies adopting a similar methodological strategy, the use of a longitudinal study design allowing for a follow up on learning outcomes, as well as a broader empirical scope including in-situ analyses of a range of practices, could thus provide more substantive empirical insights into the role of learning within ST niches.

Notes

2. As such, PEA differs strongly from research methods based on, for example, a pre-test to assess people’s prior knowledge and a post-test to determine what they have learned. Instead, as will become clear below, what was already known and what has been learned is integrally part of the methodology itself, which takes into account what ‘stands fast’ and analyses whether or not gaps are bridged so that the participants can proceed.
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